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Black Male Writers
for Our Time

These 32 American men, and their peers, are producing
literature that is essential to how we understand our
country and its place in the world right now.

By AYANA MATHIS
Creative Direction by BOOTS RILEY
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LAST APRIL, KENDRICK Lamar won the Pulitzer Prize for music. That’s old
news, but it’ll never get old to me: Black male rappers have been so maligned
as to render his award almost unimaginable to those of us who have loved the
music for decades. At the ceremony, the prize’s administrator, Dana Canedy,
greeted Lamar on the steps of Columbia University. “We’re both making
history right now,” she said. And so they were: Canedy is the ﬁrst black woman
to hold her post, and Lamar — or “Pulitzer Kenny,” as he now delightfully, and
delightedly, calls himself — is the ﬁrst hip-hop artist to win the award. On the
same day, Branden Jacobs-Jenkins was nominated for the prize for drama (he
was also nominated in 2016). Last spring, “Black Panther,” with its nearly allblack cast, surpassed a billion dollars in worldwide ticket sales. In May, Sean
“Diddy” Combs outbid a rival to purchase a Kerry James Marshall painting for
$21.1 million at Sotheby’s. The sale was a triumph: A black multimillionaire
bought a black artist’s painting for the highest sum ever paid for the work of a
living African-American artist.
What matters here, what’s more striking
than the sums exchanged or the awards
received, is the intense focus on works
by African-American men in America’s
artistic landscape, even as the problems
of race and racial violence continue to

The writers speak: My favorite
work of literature by a black
female American is...
And more favorite works from men not
pictured here.

plague the nation.
The last decade has seen a burgeoning multiplicity in America’s literature, with
gifted black men writing novels, poems and plays of great import. Some of
them have even come to the attention of the literary establishment. Here
follows a woefully incomplete roll call: Gregory Pardlo, Pulitzer, 2015. Colson
Whitehead, National Book Award, 2016; Pulitzer, 2017. Tyehimba Jess, Pulitzer,
2017. Terrance Hayes, National Book Award, 2010. James McBride, National
Book Award, 2013. Ross Gay, Danez Smith, Fred Moten and Yusef
Komunyakaa, National Book Award ﬁnalists. The list goes on, and I have not
touched on the writers who are not yet household names, whose arrival I await
in the manner of James Baldwin’s loving anticipation of his nephew’s birth in
his essay “A Letter to My Nephew” (1962), in which he wrote: “Here you were
to be loved. To be loved … hard at once and forever to strengthen you against
the loveless world.”
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2018/11/30/t-magazine/black-authors.html
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The writers speak: My favorite work of literature by a black female American
is...
First row, from left: ROBERT JONES JR., novelist; NATHAN ALAN DAVIS, playwright; ROWAN RICARDO PHILLIPS,
poet; JAMEL BRINKLEY, short story writer; GREGORY PARDLO, poet; DINAW MENGESTU, novelist; MAJOR JACKSON,
poet. Second row: MICHAEL R. JACKSON, playwright; SHANE McCRAE, poet; JAMES HANNAHAM, novelist;
BRONTEZ PURNELL, novelist; ISHMAEL REED, novelist, poet and playwright; BRIAN KEITH JACKSON, novelist;
DANEZ SMITH, poet; CORNELIUS EADY, poet. Third row: JEFFERY RENARD ALLEN, novelist and poet; JAMES
McBRIDE, novelist; DARRYL PINCKNEY, novelist and playwright; KEVIN YOUNG, poet; JAMES IJAMES, playwright;
JERICHO BROWN, poet; NELSON GEORGE, novelist; GEORGE C. WOLFE, playwright and director; De’SHAWN
CHARLES WINSLOW, novelist. Fourth row: REGINALD McKNIGHT, novelist; PHILLIP B. WILLIAMS, poet; RICKEY
LAURENTIIS, poet; MARCUS BURKE, novelist; MITCHELL S. JACKSON, novelist; MAURICE CARLOS RUFFIN, novelist.
Creative direction by Boots Riley. Styled by Carlos Nazario

In that same essay, Baldwin also wrote: “This is the crime of which I accuse
my country and my countrymen and for which neither I nor time nor history
will ever forgive them, that they have destroyed and are destroying hundreds
of thousands of lives and do not know it and do not want to know it.” Now, in
2018, blackness is as lethal to black people as it ever was. Four days before
Lamar received his Pulitzer, a white man in a Michigan suburb opened ﬁre on a
14-year-old black boy when he knocked on his door to ask for directions after
missing the school bus. Hysterical racism throughout the country has spawned
an epidemic of police violence so unbearable, so ongoing, that if I listed the
names of the dead today, it would likely be incomplete by next month. Even as
African-American writing currently experiences unprecedented mainstream
appeal and critical recognition, the focus on black expression has another,
uglier face: a deadly obsession with black bodies. Thus, it is possible for the
Sacramento police to murder a black man holding a cellphone in his
grandmother’s backyard and for Whitehead to win the Pulitzer Prize and
National Book Award within a year. How are we to reconcile these truths? Is
the attention to black male writing merely a ﬂeeting moment, or is it a
revolution?
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To be sure, there is much to celebrate, but these recent developments are not
without complication. “I can’t help but think this comes out of the eight years of
Barack Obama … and the backlash against him,” says Farah Grifﬁn, an author
and scholar of black literature at Columbia University. “And also the way in
which black males have been seen as targets; we know there were women, too,
but the people we can name are men.” This raises a crucial question about
black women and (in)visibility, but more on that later.
To the subject at hand: It is safe to say that Barack Obama may be the most
famous African-American man who has ever lived. He represents an erudite,
sophisticated blackness that mainstream culture has historically derided or
dismissed. But that omnipresent image of a powerful, untouchable black man
reinvigorated a rage and fear of blackness as old as the nation itself. Slaveryera ﬁxations and caricatures still titillate and terrify: Black men are a threat to
order and the status quo, physically imposing and possessed of exaggerated
sexual ability. Therefore, they must be contained. The poet Jericho Brown says
black people don’t have the luxury of being quiet: Every black behavior, no
matter how banal — getting out of a car, walking down the street — draws
attention or ire. Black bodies, by their very existence, are turned up to the
highest volume at all times. All of this is exacerbated by the fact of maleness in
our sexist society: Men, even viliﬁed men, outrank women in the hierarchy of
being; they are more seen. It is in this charged reality that the work of black
male writers ﬁnds itself in the spotlight.
“THE IDEA OF a black male resurgence feels like a bit of an illusion,” says the
playwright Jacobs-Jenkins. “Really, it feels like people are just suddenly
noticing that there are black people in the room.” Most of the writers I spoke
with shared some iteration of his sentiment: Black men have been producing
rich and varied work for a long time, but folks are paying a lot more attention
than they used to. John Edgar Wideman has been published to great acclaim
for almost 40 years. Edward P. Jones, the author of two critically adored short
story collections, won a Pulitzer for his novel “The Known World” in 2004.
Percival Everett has written nearly 30 books since 1983, but wide recognition
didn’t come until he published “Erasure,” in 2001, a sharp satire about a failing
black writer who becomes the next hot thing when he parodies another
character’s book called “We’s Lives in Da Ghetto.” Such recognition typically
sparks in that instant when white literary inﬂuencers tune the dial to a station
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2018/11/30/t-magazine/black-authors.html
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that’s been playing for a long, long time. “There’s a dynamic [black literary]
conversation that has no beginning and no end,” says the poet Saeed Jones.
If this moment is, at least in part, about heightened awareness of black male
writers, it may well vanish when the social climate changes — which it
inevitably will. A surge of mainstream attention to blackness and its literature
isn’t unprecedented in periods of American crisis. The ﬁrst strains of the
Harlem Renaissance began at the tail end of World War I and gained
momentum in the 1920s, as the racial makeup of American cities
metamorphosed through the Great Migration. The Harlem of the 1930s became
home to a concentration of black writers whose work piqued white interest. In
the 1960s and ’70s, the Black Arts Movement erupted during the turbulent
years of America’s freedom protests. Black voices received heightened
attention then, too.
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Through the institutional cultural cache garnered during these many moments,
our literary ancestors carved pathways to success. Harlem Renaissance
writers parlayed white patronage to create inroads to the apparatus of
publishing. The Black Arts Movement brought about radical changes in
university curriculums. New institutions were founded, including New York
City’s Medgar Evers College, providing black writers with access to the
support and stability of academia. The poet Gregory Pardlo points to the rise of
the New York and Chicago slam poetry scenes in the ’80s as a conduit for many
writers, including the novelist Paul Beatty. Jacobs-Jenkins discusses ’90s-era
evolutions in black writing that produced “an incredible sea change of
inﬂuence,” when writers like August Wilson and Toni Morrison “achieved black
arts excellence and major status in the same breath.”
When I was 15, in 1988, a friend’s father gave me a copy of Sonia Sanchez’s
“Under a Soprano Sky.” I didn’t know living black people wrote poetry. After, I
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2018/11/30/t-magazine/black-authors.html
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read books by Gloria Naylor, Paule Marshall and Toni Cade Bambara as if my
life depended on it. Here, I must confess to an unease with any gendered
division of contemporary literature: When I was asked to consider the
particularities of the current landscape, I wondered if a focus on male
achievement might obscure the equally unprecedented successes of AfricanAmerican women. And does that question undermine this extraordinary
moment for black male writers? I have not found an answer that is entirely
sufﬁcient, but I do know that the work of black women writers presents a
ferocious challenge to old sexist perceptions; as Grifﬁn says, “the difference
between this moment and others is that, in the past, to be a black writer was to
be a man.” Robin Coste Lewis, Tracy K. Smith, Lynn Nottage, Jacqueline
Woodson, Patricia Smith and Jesmyn Ward, to name just a few, disprove those
old gendered ideas.
CONTEMPORARY AFRICAN-AMERICAN literature is formally sophisticated,
irreducibly nuanced and highly individualized. The writers in these pages may
be a cohort of sorts, yet their work is distinguished by a great variety of voices
and aesthetics. And certainly our conversations about the current literature by
black men ought to include as much consideration of how writers say things as
what they’re saying.
The poet Claudia Rankine said of her 2016 MacArthur Fellowship that the prize
was being awarded “to the subject of race.” Race may indeed be having “a
moment,” and I can’t help but wonder if some gatekeepers expect black
authors to focus primarily on racism and oppression. Pardlo has similar
reservations about writing that might “pander to white fears and assumptions
and resentments.” It’s an old, and valid, concern. Among his eight novels,
Whitehead’s well-received “The Colossus of New York” (2003) is an ode to that
city, and “Zone One” (2011) is a post-apocalyptic zombie novel that was nicely
reviewed — yet it’s his book about slavery, “The Underground Railroad”
(2016), that received such clamorous acclaim.
In the past, African-American writers carried two burdens: to
prove our humanity to white readers while also ﬁghting to be
taken seriously as writers of so-called universal literature. Is,
say, “The Brothers Karamazov” narrow or provincial because it’s

Read more
about the
making of this
issue.

about a few Russians in the 19th century? Certainly not, but
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black writers have been relentlessly sidelined for writing about
black people. Groundbreakers like Morrison, in whose work blackness is a
default, unapologetic and unexplained, radicalized the canon. Today’s black
writers approach the subject of race, if they approach it at all, with greater
freedom than ever before: Many writers today do handle the subject, obliquely
or head-on. Some — Mat Johnson, Beatty, Everett — use satire to probe these
depths. Contemporary black literature has a kind of boundlessness, topically
and artistically.
But too often the discussion around writers of color is more about content, and
their dazzling artistry is overlooked. To read the work by these men is to have
an urgent encounter with a vital and thriving consciousness. We have Brown’s
evocative tender-tough poems, Brontez Purnell’s raw, stripped-down prose,
Stephen L. Carter’s deft mysteries and thrillers and Victor LaValle’s genrebending fabulist ﬁction. Beatty’s “The Sellout” (2015) is as smart and funny a
novel as I’ve come across in a long time, in which the protagonist reckons the
best thing for the black folks in his neck of the woods is to segregate the local
high school. (Oh, and he reinstates slavery while he’s at it.) In the poet
Terrance Hayes’s “Lighthead” (2010), he confronts the troubling and
complicated legacy of Wallace Stevens as a poet of incomparable gifts — and
an unapologetic racist (in 1952, upon seeing a photo of Gwendolyn Brooks
posed with her fellow National Book Award judges, Stevens famously asked,
“Who’s the coon?” Brooks won the Pulitzer Prize in poetry just two years
earlier). The poet Tyehimba Jess and the novelist Jeffery Renard Allen,
through strikingly different lenses, riff on the life of a 19th-century piano
virtuoso, the enslaved Blind Tom.
I wonder if, in the annals of history, this extraordinary period of artistry will
ﬁnd a name, or a unifying sentiment that codiﬁes it as a movement. Perhaps, or
perhaps not. For now, we can rejoice in the gifted writers whom we are
privileged to read. And we must be vigilant. We must pay keen attention to
who’s in the moment and who’s left out, and why. A host of writers wait in the
wings. It’ll be their moment soon. Let it be wide open. Let it be without limits.
Let it be as broad as they have the talent to make it.
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First row, from left: Robert Jones Jr. wears a Gucci jacket and pants, gucci.com, Arcady shirt, arcady.com,
Drake’s tie, drakes.com, and Aquatalia shoes, aquatalia.com; Nathan Alan Davis wears a Tommy Hilﬁger suit,
tommy.com, and Gitman Bros. tie, gitman.com; Rowan Ricardo Phillips wears a Sandro suit, similar styles at
sandro-paris.com, Canali shirt, (212) 752-3131, Hermès tie, hermes.com, and Michael Kors shoes,
michaelkors.com; Jamel Brinkley wears a Brunello Cucinelli suit, (212) 334-1010, Louis Vuitton shirt,
louisvuitton.com, Tommy Hilﬁger tie and shoes; Gregory Pardlo wears a Loro Piana jacket, loropiana.com,
Ermenegildo Zegna shirt, zegna.com, Louis Vuitton pants, Tommy Hilﬁger tie and Mr P. shoes, mrporter.com;
Dinaw Mengestu wears a Salvatore Ferragamo jacket, (866) 337-7242, The Row shirt and pants, (212) 7552017, The Tie Bar tie, thetiebar.com, and Church’s shoes, church-footwear.com; Major Jackson wears a Tallia
Orange suit, macys.com, and Brioni shirt, brioni.com. Second row: Michael R. Jackson wears a Paul Stuart tie,
paulstuart.com; Shane McCrae wears a Giorgio Armani suit, armani.com, and Ermenegildo Zegna tie; James
Hannaham wears a Tallia Orange suit, Brioni shirt and Paul Smith tie, (646) 613-3060; Brontez Purnell wears a
John Varvatos Star USA jacket, johnvarvatos.com, Versace shirt, versace.com, and Louis Vuitton tie; Ishmael
Reed wears a Boss suit, hugoboss.com, and Paul Stuart tie; Brian Keith Jackson wears a The Row jacket and
Brioni turtleneck; Danez Smith wears a Boss jacket, Michael Kors turtleneck and Warby Parker glasses,
warbyparker.com; Cornelius Eady wears a Ermenegildo Zegna suit. Third row: Jeﬀery Renard Allen wears a
Polo Ralph Lauren suit and tie, ralphlauren.com, and Gitman Bros. shirt; James McBride wears a Brioni suit;
Darryl Pinckney wears his own clothes; Kevin Young wears a P. Johnson tie, pjt.com; James Ijames wears a
Thom Browne suit, thombrowne.com, Boss shirt and Ermenegildo Zegna tie; Jericho Brown wears a Brioni suit,
Charvet shirt, similar styles at mrporter.com, and Boss tie; Nelson George wears a Giorgio Armani suit, Tom
Ford shirt, tomford.com, and Drake’s tie; George C. Wolfe wears a Prada suit, prada.com, Charvet shirt and
Canali tie; De’Shawn Charles Winslow wears a Corneliani suit, corneliani.com, and Ralph Lauren shirt. Fourth
row: Reginald McKnight wears a Lutwyche suit, lutwyche.co.uk, and Brioni sweater; Phillip B. Williams wears a
Gucci jacket and Tom Ford shirt; Rickey Laurentiis wears a Gucci vest and Louis Vuitton shirt; Marcus Burke
wears a Gitman Bros. shirt and Louis Vuitton tie; Mitchell S. Jackson wears his own clothes; Maurice Carlos
Ruﬃn wears his own clothes. Yusef Komunyakaa (pictured on one of the covers) wears an Ermenegildo Zegna
tie. Jeremy O. Harris (pictured on one of the covers) wears a Louis Vuitton jacket, shirt and pants.
Location: The library at Brooklyn Historical Society. Photographer: Shayan Asgharnia. Producer: Nikkia
Moulterie. Set designer: Theresa Rivera at Mary Howard. Hair: Ruben Aronov at MOI barber. Grooming: Alana
Wright. Photographer’s assistants: Robert Stout and Kaz Sakuma. Digital tech: Vincent Bezuidenhout. Hair
assistants: Josh Livingston and Marshall Almeida. Grooming assistants: Tara Lauren and Fatimot Isadare. Set
assistants: Zachary Angeline, Eddie Ballard, Adam Kenner and Sarice Olson. Tailoring: Mary Carney and Sarah
Lathrop. Styled by Carlos Nazario. Stylist’s assistants: Vesper Wolfe, Szalay Miller, Derek Brown and Marion
Kelly. Additional reporting by Antwaun Sargent.
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